Frontal neurons modulate memory retrieval across widely varying temporal scales
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Once a memory has formed, it is thought to undergo a gradual transition within the brain from short- to long-term storage. This putative process, however, also poses a unique problem to the memory system in that the same learned items must also be retrieved across broadly varying time scales. Here, we find that neurons in the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC) of monkeys, an area interconnected with both temporal and frontal associative neocortical regions, signaled the need to alter between retrieval of memories formed at different times. These signals were most closely related to the time interval between initial learning and later retrieval, and did not correlate with task switch demands, novelty, or behavioral response. Consistent with these physiological findings, focal inactivation of the VLPFC led to a marked degradation in retrieval performance. These findings suggest that the VLPFC plays a necessary regulatory role in retrieving memories over different temporal scales.

We must often acquire and retrieve memories over widely varying temporal scales. Once an item is learned, for example, it can be retrieved minutes to hours later if rehearsed (Eichenbaum 2000, 2004; Kluwe et al. 2003; Remondes and Schuman 2004; Foster and Wilson 2006). Many memories, however, can also be accurately retrieved days to months (sometimes years) without intervening rehearsal (Stickgold et al. 2002; Walker and Stickgold 2004; Inostroza and Born 2013). Our ability to dynamically retrieve memories across these wide-ranging temporal scales is essential to many common behaviors. For example, when reading a scientific book, we must often go back-and-forth between recalling parts of the book read minutes-to-hours earlier to recalling parts read months before in order to place such information in context. Similarly, we must often go back-and-forth between recalling the names of people we recently met and those of colleagues who are well known. This ability, therefore, allows us to dynamically access both memories that had been acquired long ago as well as those that have recently been formed (Eichenbaum 2000, 2004; Hoffman and McNaughton 2002; Stickgold et al. 2002; Dudai 2004; Maviel et al. 2004; Remondes and Schuman 2004; Walker and Stickgold 2004; Takehara-Nishiuchi and McNaughton 2008).

Here, we aimed to understand this process by obtaining single-neuronal recordings and delivering event-related microstimulation in the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC) of Rhesus macaques (Fig. 1A, left). We focused on this area because it is known to possess broad reciprocal connections (Gerbella et al. 2010) with both temporal and associative neocortical regions believed to play respective roles in short- and long-term memory storage (Bontempi et al. 1999; Eichenbaum 2000, 2004; Kluwe et al. 2003; Dudai 2004; Maviel et al. 2004; Remondes and Schuman 2004; Foster and Wilson 2006; Shema et al. 2007). Moreover, imaging studies have demonstrated robust activation in the VLPFC when subjects retrieve previously learned images (McIntosh 1999; Badre et al. 2005). Finally, ablative studies that disconnect the VLPFC from bottom-up sensory input suggest that this and surrounding areas are likely involved in the top-down control of memory retrieval (Hasegawa et al. 1998; Tomita et al. 1999).

Toward this goal, primates were trained to perform a multi-temporal memory task that involved the successive, interleaved presentation of distinct image-pairs which were originally learned at different times. Here, the monkeys performed item discrimination in which they had to recall which of two distinct items (e.g., apple or orange) was associated with receipt of reward based on prior training (Schusterman 1962; Rygula et al. 2010; Asaad and Eskandar 2011; van Wingerden et al. 2012). This task was specifically used because it allowed the monkeys to learn and recall multiple unique image-pairs per recording session, and to transition between multiple image-pairs per day. Finally, to further allow us to differentiate between memory- and task-related responses (e.g., “task-switch” effect or novelty response), we examined responses of neurons when the monkeys; (1) retrieved image-pairs that were and were not rehearsed and (2) retrieved image-pairs that had been recently versus distantly learned (see further details below).

Results

Task overview

Two adult male Rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) performed a task that required them to learn and later retrieve multiple, distinct image-pairs (Fig. 1B). Before performing the main recall task, the primates learned sets each consisting of four image-pairs using a distributed tapering training protocol whereby each image-pair was trained, by interleaved repetition (Materials and Methods) (Kahana and Howard 2005). For separate sessions and days, four image-pairs were initially learned 1 h before the retrieval task (NC) whereas the other four image-pairs were learned 3 mo before the retrieval task (C). Here, the monkeys were made to
Neural responses in the VLPFC during dynamic retrieval

We recorded from 157 well-isolated single neurons from the VLPFC (Fig. 1A, right), of which 37 demonstrated a significant firing rate modulation during the image presentation period compared with baseline (fixation period; two-tailed t-test, \( P < 0.05 \)). While many cells also responded to image selection and reward, we focused here only on cells that responded to the image presentation period; as in prior reports (Asaad et al. 1998; Rainer et al. 1998; Smith et al. 2004). Peak activity for these cells appeared 500 msec after image presentation and shortly before the working memory delay period. Of the cells that demonstrated a change in firing activity, population responses were statistically similar when comparing C to NC trials (t-test, \( P = 0.25 \); Fig. 2B).

Next, we examined neural responses based on the serial position of the retrieved image-pairs to each NC–C and C–NC transition. This was done by aligning all C trials to the NC–C transition and all NC trials to the C–NC transition, and then determining
their serial order (i.e., 1+, 2+, 3+ ... trials after the transition). While no significant difference was found in the population response between C and NC image-pairs, responses were significantly higher on the 1+ NC trial following the C–NC transition when compared with the 4+ NC trial (two-tailed t-test, Bonferroni corrected, \( P = 0.0071 \); Fig. 3A,C). Responses on the 1+ NC trial were also higher than responses during the previous C trial (t-test, \( P = 0.045 \)) and responses on 1+ NC trial were higher than the 1+ C trial (t-test, \( P = 0.012 \)). Results were similar across the two primates. Neurons in the first primate demonstrated a 50% ± 36% increase in firing activity when comparing the 1+ NC to 4+ NC trials following the C–NC transition (t-test, \( P = 0.084 \)) and neurons in the second primate demonstrated a 48% ± 15% increase in firing activity (t-test, \( P = 0.033 \)). Individually, 28 cells demonstrated an increase in activity when comparing the 1+ to 4+ NC trial positions following the C–NC transition and 9 cells demonstrated a decrease, with 64% of cells demonstrating a significant change (t-test, \( P < 0.05 \); Fig. 4A).

Neuronal responses in the VLPFC differentiated between C–NC and NC–C transitions. Unlike C–NC transitions, neural activity following NC–C transitions demonstrated a slight but nonsignificant decrease in activity (t-test, \( P = 0.030 \); Fig. 3B,D). Individually, 21 cells demonstrated a significant increase in activity following the NC–C transition and 16 cells demonstrated a decrease, with 32% of cells demonstrating a significant change (t-test, \( P < 0.05 \); Fig. 4B). However, there was no significant difference when comparing the 1+ C trial to the preceding NC trial (t-test, \( P = 0.54 \)).

Neural responses during dynamic retrieval did not reflect memory-independent task-switching

Differences in the time interval between learning and retrieval could have produced changes in neuronal responses due to task-switching rather than memory-related factors. To examine whether such differences in temporal novelty or task-set switching contributed to the observed neuronal responses (Williams et al. 2004; Liston et al. 2006; Sheth et al. 2012), we additionally examined responses of MC image-pairs. Like NC image-pairs, MC image-pairs were learned approximately three before the monkeys learned C image-pairs (i.e., MC image-pairs were learned 1 d before NC image-pairs and C image-pairs were learned 3 mo before NC image-pairs). However, unlike NC image-pairs, they were retrieved with no rehearsal for at least 24 h (Bontempi et al. 1999; Stickgold et al. 2002; Dudai 2004; Maviel et al. 2004; Walker and Stickgold 2004; Wilten et al. 2004; Shema et al. 2007). Consistently, we identified retrieval performance on MC trials at 98.6% over 1425 trials. This was similarly true when considering only the first 10 trials of each session (98.4%). As expected, performance on MC trials was slightly lower than performances of the C image-pairs (\( \chi^2 \text{test}, P = 0.022 \)). Sixty cells were recorded during these trials (t-test, \( P < 0.05 \); MC image-pair and NC image-pair retrieval sessions were recorded separately).
We observe that neural activity on the 1+ NC trial following C–NC transitions was significantly higher than neural activity on the 1+ MC trial following C–MC transition (unpaired t-test, \( P = 0.0013 \)). There were also significantly more cells that demonstrated a change in firing rate on the 1+ to 4+ trial following the C–NC transition compared with C–MC transitions (62% versus 11%, respectively; \( \chi^2 \)-test, \( P = 0.002 \)). With regard to the MC image-pairs themselves, there was little difference in activity when comparing the 1+ MC trial to the 4+ MC trial position (t-test, \( P = 0.42 \)) or the 1+ MC trial to the prior C trial position (t-test, \( P = 0.76 \)). In contrast, when comparing MC–NC transitions, we did observe a significant difference in response. Sixty-eight cells were recorded, of which 21 demonstrated a change in activity during image presentation compared with baseline. Similar to the C–NC transitions, we find an enhancement in activity on the 1+ NC trial compared with the 4+ NC trial when following the MC–NC transition (t-test; \( P = 0.0010 \)). These data, therefore, provided strong support that neuronal responses in the VLPFC during dynamic retrieval were not being modulated by covert differences in behavior or simple task-specific events. This conclusion is also supported by the fact that all task requirements and variables such as image location, motor response, reward, and timings were kept identical across trial types.

Neural responses do not reflect a difference in expectancy and behavioral response

No two image-pairs repeated in any successive eight trials and the length of trial repetitions were randomly varied during the task. Nonetheless, to examine whether an expectancy of the transition between C and NC image-pairs may have influenced neural activity, we looked at sets in which three additional trials were run following C and NC image-pairs may have influenced neural activity on the 1+ trial following the switch and the preceding trial (t-test, \( P = 0.82 \)).

Memory-specific effect of VLPFC stimulation on retrieval performance

Given the above findings, we hypothesized that transiently disrupting VLPFC activity by event-related microstimulation (Fig. 1A, right) may lead to a change in retrieval performance when transitioning between C and NC image-pairs. Brief series of electrical pulses were delivered to the VLPFC on half of 925 random retrieval trials (1000 msec triggered at image presentation; 100 \( \mu \)A, 200 \( \mu \)sec biphasic pulse durations with cathodal phase leading; see Materials and Methods). We observed that stimulation did not differentially affect the animals’ behavior when considering retrieval performances across all C and NC trials outside the point of C–NC or NC–C transition. Performance for NC image-pairs was 96.7% with stimulation (i.e., ON stimulation) and 96.5% without stimulation (i.e., OFF stimulation). Performances for C image-pairs was 95.1% with ON stimulation and 96.3% with OFF stimulation (\( \chi^2 \)-test \( 2 \times 4 \) contingency, \( P = 0.91 \)).

In contrast, when comparing ON to OFF stimulation for all 1+ NC trials following the C–NC transitions, stimulation led to a marked reduction in retrieval performance from 92.0% to 61.9% (\( \chi^2 \)-test, \( P = 0.005 \); Fig. 5A). Moreover, the effect of ON stimulation on the 1+ NC trial following the C–NC transition was markedly significant when compared to all other ON stimulation NC trials (\( \chi^2 \)-test, \( P = 0.0001 \)). A smaller but nonsignificant reduction in performance was noted on the 2+ NC trial following the C–NC transition (\( \chi^2 \)-test, \( P = 0.25 \)).
No reduction in performances was found when comparing the 1+ ON to OFF stimulation trial following the NC–C transitions ($\chi^2$ test, $P = 0.62$; Fig. 5B). There was also no difference in retrieval performances on the 1+ MC trial following C–MC transitions when comparing ON to OFF stimulation trials (1051 trials; $\chi^2$ test, $P = 0.55$). Finally, there was no difference in performance between the 1+ trial following the C–MC transition when compared with other ON stimulation trials ($\chi^2$ test, $P = 0.68$). Therefore, transient disruption of VLPFC activity led to a specific degradation in retrieval performance when specifically altering between items originally learned at different times.

**Evaluating the effect of VLPFC stimulation on motor responses**

We investigated whether changes in retrieval performance may be associated with a simpler behavioral effect. VLPFC stimulation led to a reduction in retrieval performance during C–NC transitions but did not affect performance on other C, NC, or MC trials, making it unlikely that stimulation produced a nonmemory-related response (e.g., by disrupting saccade or affecting concentration). Nonetheless, we examined this possibility more directly by comparing the monkey’s reaction times, eye fixation position, and saccade responses on all ON and OFF stimulation trials. We find that mean horizontal and vertical eye positions remained the same when comparing ON and OFF stimulation trials (during the 1000-msec time-window in which stimulation was given; $t$-test, $P = 0.48$ and $P = 0.53$, respectively; Fig. 6). There was also no difference in mean saccade reaction time when comparing ON versus OFF stimulation trials ($t$-test, $P = 0.83$). With regard to the monkeys’ response selections, stimulation did not lead to a higher likelihood of selecting the right versus left targets ($\chi^2$ test, $P = 0.97$), and did not affect the animal’s ability to transition between alternate saccade directions on successive trials (e.g., left–left–right; $\chi^2$ test, $P = 0.45$). Therefore, consistent with our physiological findings, VLPFC stimulation did not affect other unrelated behavioral processes such as attention or motor selection.

**Discussion**

Despite ongoing progress in our understanding of how memories are encoded and stored over time (Eichenbaum 2000, 2004; Hoffman and McNaughton 2002; Stickgold et al. 2002; Dudai 2004; Maviel et al. 2004; Remondes and Schuman 2004; Walker and Stickgold 2004; Takehara-Nishiuchi and McNaughton 2008), the neural basis by which we dynamically retrieve memories over varying temporal scales has remained far less well understood. In this study, we find that, while neurons in Brodmann area 45 of the VLPFC displayed little differential response between C and NC image-pairs overall, they demonstrated a selective enhancement of response during C–NC transitions. The VLPFC, however, displayed a significantly smaller differential response following C–MC transitions suggesting that these neuronal signals did not reflect a simple task-switch response or novelty effect. Similarly, VLPFC neurons did not reflect a difference in image expectancy and behavioral response. Finally, focal disruption of VLPFC activity by stimulation led to a selective reduction in recall performance when the monkeys transitioned from recalling C to NC image-pairs, but demonstrated little influence when the monkeys were retrieving NC image-pairs at other time points during the trial (Fig. 7).

Taken together, these findings support the proposed role of prefrontal neurons in dynamically allocating cognitive resources based on task conditions (Tomita et al. 1999; Miller and Cohen 2001; Koehlin et al. 2003; Miyashita 2004; Jerella et al. 2010). Here, however, the role in question is that of memory and is based on whether the need arises to access memories that had initially formed at different times. Therefore, when image-pairs are successively retrieved from the same “memory store,” the VLPFC remained relatively quiescent. However, when the animals alternated between retrieving image-pairs held in different memory stores, neural response in the VLPFC changed. The VLPFC, however, did not play an equal role in transition to and from short-term memory. For example, NC–C transitions were associated with a slight and nonsignificant decrease in activity. Similarly, VLPFC stimulation led either to a diminishment or no change in retrieval performance following NC–C transitions suggesting that this area played a role in the transition from long- to short-term memory retrieval. This therefore suggested that the VLPFC plays a selective role in the transition to retrieval from short-term memory. Alternatively, it may be that areas other than the VLPFC are responsible for signaling such transition or simply that spiking in the VLPFC is too low to identify an effect. In particular, more phasic, well-isolated prefrontal neurons fire at low baseline rates and, therefore, identifying drops in rate require many more trials than increases in rate (Asaad et al. 1998; Sheth et al. 2012).

Findings from the present study may have relevance to certain memory processes such as reconsolidation and read-retrieval-review strategies commonly used in many school systems. For example, reconsolidation involves the disruption of long-term memories by their presumptive return to a labile state akin to that present shortly after initial learning (Walker et al. 2003; Schiller et al. 2010), whereas read-retrieval-review strategies rely on the constant back-and-forth between retrieving well-established memories and retrieving information that has been recently acquired (Karpicke et al. 2009; McDaniel et al. 2009). Based on the above stimulation experiments, it may be possible to selectively disrupt this function with potential application to reconsolidation-based approaches for diseases such as addiction or post-traumatic stress disorder (O’Brien et al. 1990; Schiller et al. 2010). These findings, therefore, provide an important new avenue for modulating memories based on the timing of their initial formation.

**Materials and Methods**

**Trial structure**

All procedures were approved by the Massachusetts General Hospital Institutional review board and were conducted under IACUC-approved guidelines. Two adult male Rhesus monkeys performed a task in which they were required to saccade to the rewarded of two images randomly displayed on the left and right of
a screen (Fig. 1B). The image-pairs were stimulus–reward image-pairs and, therefore, required the monkeys to determine which image per pair was associated with receipt of reward. At the onset of each trial, the monkeys maintain fixation on a central point for 700 msec (baseline fixation). Following this, two images were displayed for 700 msec, with the locations of the images being given randomly on the left versus right of the screen (image presentation). The images were then erased, and a blank screen would be shown for another variable delay of 700–900 msec (delay period). Finally, a central go cue (central green circle) would appear indicating that the monkeys could saccade to one of the two previously displayed images. Saccade to only one of the two images led the monkey to receive reward (which image was associated with reward was based on prior trial-and-error training; see below). The task was run using a customized software package written in MATLAB (MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA) that provided millisecond temporal precision of all task events (Asaad and Eskandar 2005).

The images were then erased, and a blank screen would be shown for another variable delay of 700–900 msec (delay period). Finally, a central go cue (central green circle) would appear indicating that the monkeys could saccade to one of the two previously displayed images. Saccade to only one of the two images led the monkey to receive reward (which image was associated with reward was based on prior trial-and-error training; see below). The task was run using a customized software package written in MATLAB (MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA) that provided millisecond temporal precision of all task events (Asaad and Eskandar 2005).

**Image-pair training**

Image-pairs were learned at different times before being retrieved. Based on prior definition and behavioral performance metrics memory (Eichenbaum 2000, 2004; Hoffman and McNaughton 2002; Stickgold et al. 2002; Dudai 2004; Maviel et al. 2004; Remondes and Schuman 2004; Walker and Stickgold 2004; Takehara-Nishiuchi and McNaughton 2008), we identified image-pairs that were learned 1 h prior to retrieval as not having begun consolidation (NC), image-pairs that were learned 3 mo before as having begun consolidation (C) and, finally, image-pairs that were learned 24 h prior to retrieval as having begun consolidation (MC; see precise timelines below).

In order to ensure that the monkeys learned all C, NC, and MC image-pairs to similar high performance, all were trained using the same interleaved tapering training protocol (Kahana and Howard 2005). The primates learned, by trial-and-error, 4 distinct image-pairs for each of the C, NC, and MC image-pair types. Initial training for all C, NC, and MC image-pairs was made in identical fashion. Following is an example of how an NC image-pair (e.g., NC1–NC1′ image pair) would have been trained together within a set of three other NC image-pairs (e.g., NC2–NC2′, NC3–NC3′, and NC4–NC4′) on a given session and day (here, the number indicates the specific identity of the image pair and the apostrophe indicates the rewarded image; Fig. 1C).

At the beginning of the day, the image-pair would be repeatedly presented over 40 consecutive trials, with the locations of the images being randomly displayed on the right and left side of the screen per trial. The monkey would have to learn, by trial-and-error, which one of the two images was rewarded by making saccades to their respective locations. After training on that image pair for 40 trials, the monkeys would then be given another completely different image pair (i.e., of the three remaining pairs) and have to similarly learn which image per pairing was associated with reward. In total, all four image-pairs would be trained over 40 × 4 trials. Next, the same four image-pairs would be presented again, in a tapering fashion, over 10 × 8, 2 × 16, and 1 × 100 consecutive trials. For example, for the 10 × 8 trial set, the monkeys would perform the same image-pair 10 times in a row before moving on to a different image-pair, and then later repeat again for a total of two repetitions per 10 × 8 set. The sequence in which each of the four image-pairs was given within the interleaved tapering protocol was made randomly in order to encourage the monkeys to learn all four image-pairs (per C, NC, or MC set) to equal performance. Therefore, in sum, the primates learned the four image-pairs over a total of 372 trials. For each set of image-pairs, we confirmed that the monkeys successfully learned each of the four image-pairs to high accuracy by demonstrating a >95% correct performance per image-pair over the last 100 trials.

All C, MC, and NC image-pairs were trained in the same fashion (above). The principal difference between them is the time interval between initial training and subsequent retrieval. C image-pairs were retrieved ~3 mo after initial training, MC image-pairs were retrieved 1 d after initial training, and NC image-pairs were retrieved ~1 h after the end of training. We confirmed >95% performance for C and MC image-pairs by rehearsing the image-pairs over 100 trials the days prior to the recording/main retrieval task. If the monkeys did not recollect all four image-pairs with >95% accuracy, they did not proceed to the main session. We excluded any sessions in which the C image-pairs were not correctly remembered. The monkeys did not successfully retrieve two sets of image-pairs (5.1% of all trained image-pairs) and did not proceed to the main retrieval task for these sets.

**Main retrieval task**

Once the monkeys learned the different image-pairs, they proceeded to performing the main retrieval task. The animals either performed successive sets of ...C–NC–C–NC... image-pairs or ...C–MC–C–MC... image-pairs. The sequences in which the four NC, four MC and four C image-pairs were presented in each successive set were given randomly such that the sequence in one set may be...NC2–NC3–NC1–NC4... whereas, in another, it may be...NC1–NC4–NC3–NC2... Similarly, the transition between individual image-pairs could be...C3–NC2... in one pair of trials whereas, in another, it may be...C1–NC4... The locations of the rewarded images (i.e., left versus right) were also given randomly on each trial (Fig. 1C).

Figure 7. Mean population responses following C–NC and NC–C transitions. Here, SEM is shown separately for all serial trial positions (same convention as Fig. 3A).
This, therefore, allowed neural activity to be examined in direct relation to the transition between image-pairs separately from the identities of the individual image-pairs themselves (as C1 versus C2, etc.), their particular sequence within sets or the animal’s upcoming saccade direction. Finally, on half of sets, we randomly added three trials in order to limit ability of the animals to expect these transitions. Here, three of the four preceding C, NC, or MC image-pairs were repeated but the locations of images themselves on the left and right of the screen were switched (e.g., C1–C1 versus C1–C1). Importantly, the task requirements were always the same—i.e., to correctly retrieve the displayed image-pair, with the difference being the time in which the image-pairs were originally learned. This is in contrast to studies in which the task requirements, rules and/or sensorimotor contingencies differ between conditions (Williams et al. 2004; Johnston et al. 2007; Sheth et al. 2012).

**Single-unit isolation and recordings**

Multiple silicone multielectrode arrays (NeuroNexus Technologies Inc.) were surgically implanted in each monkey (Nicolelis 2000). A cranialotomy was placed over Brodmann area 45 with three to four arrays being implanted in each monkey (Fig. 1A, right). The array was advanced ~2 mm into the cortex with the electrode contacts spanning the bottom 1.6 mm of each shank. Confirmation of electrode positions was done in both monkeys by direct visual inspection of the sulci and gyral pattern through the craniotomy, with respect to the inferior bank of the principal sulcus and anterior bank of the inferior arcuate sulcus.

Recordings began 2 wk following surgical recovery. A Plexon multichannel acquisition processor was used to amplify and band-pass filter the neuronal signals (150 Hz–8 kHz; 1 pole low-cut and 3 pole high-cut with 1000 × gain; Plexon Inc.). Shielded cabling carried the signals from the electrode array to a set of six 16-channel amplifiers. Neural signals were then digitized at 40 kHz and processed to extract action potentials by the Plexon workstation. Classification of the waveforms was performed using template matching and principle component analysis based on waveform parameters. Only single, well-isolated units with identifiable waveform shapes and adequate refractory periods were used. When an individual electrode recorded more than one neuron, a high degree of isolation was required in order to include each as a single-unit (P < 0.01, multivariate ANOVA across the 1+ two principal components). We did not include multunit activity.

**Electrical stimulation protocol**

During stimulation trials, the monkeys performed the same task as before including the same training protocol and interleaved retrieval task design. During retrieval, however, a brief series of electrical stimulation pulses were given at the onset of half of trials. These trials were selected randomly irrespective of the image-pair type (e.g., C versus NC) or transition type (i.e., C–NC versus NC–C). Each stimulus run, per trial, lasted for 1000 msec and was triggered at the onset of image presentation and prior to the go cue. Stimulation parameters were 100 μA and 200 Hz biphasic pulses, with cathodal phase leading. Average impedance at the time of the stimulation experiments was 100–500 kΩ. Here, all 32 electrode contacts were simultaneously stimulated per array (Fig. 1A, right).

**Statistical analysis**

Behavioral performance was defined as total number of correct versus incorrect trials performed by the animals. Reaction time was defined as the time it took the animals to saccade to the circular targets after go cue presentation. Differences in behavioral performance, based on percent of correct trials, were evaluated by χ² analysis based on 2 × 2 and 2 × 4 contingency tables (P < 0.05). Differences in reaction times were evaluated by a two-tailed Student’s t-test (P < 0.05).

Peri-stimulus histograms and rasters were constructed for all single units. A cell was considered to be modulated by the task if their firing rate during image presentation was significantly different from baseline (two-tailed Student’s t-test, P < 0.05). Activity during the small proportion of incorrect trials was excluded. To further evaluate activity for all modulated cells in the population, firing rates for each neuron were normalized by dividing the firing rate during the image presentation period by that of the baseline fixation period (i.e., prior to image presentation). For all main analyses, differences in neuronal responses were analyzed over a 500-msec interval centered at 500 msec from the time of image presentation. We assessed differences in activity between image-pair types (e.g., C versus NC) and differences in activity based on their serial trial position (i.e., the 1+ versus 4+ trial following a C–NC transition) with a two-tailed Student’s t-test (Bonferroni corrected for comparison across four periods, P < 0.0125). Determining differences in activity during the transition (e.g., before versus after the C–NC transition itself) were done by single trial comparison using a two-tailed Student’s t-test without correction (P < 0.05). All appropriate values were expressed with their standard error of the mean (±SEM). In order to quantify the confidence limits (CL) for differences in activity across the population, we performed a bootstrap analysis. The bootstrap is essentially a Monte Carlo stimulation where no parametric assumptions are made about the underlying population that generated the sample. Here, we randomly sampled 100 times, with replacement, from all trial that were not 1+ NC in the session for a total of 4.2 × 10⁶ trial permutations. From this, we estimated the distribution of firing rates for all trials (i.e., the bootstrap replicates). By sorting the firing rates from this randomly sampled distribution, going from lowest to highest, we then determined the confidence limits (bootstrap test, 99% and 95% confidence bounds; 1–2, 50%) (Davidson and Hinkle 1997).
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